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ABSTRACT

Crystal structure of the Bi1-xPrxFeO3 ceramics of the compositions corre-

sponding to the threshold concentrations separating the polar rhombohedral

(R3c) and anti-polar orthorhombic (Pbam) phases has been investigated with

X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy and differential scanning

calorimetry measurements performed in a broad temperature range. The

structural study specifies the peculiarities of the temperature-driven transition

into the non-polar orthorhombic (Pnma) phase depending on the structural state

of the compounds at room temperature. The crystal structure analysis reveals

the revival of the anti-polar orthorhombic phase upon the temperature-induced

transition, thus assuming that it can be considered as the bridge phase between

the polar rhombohedral and the non-polar orthorhombic phases.

Introduction

Solid solutions of bismuth ferrite attract persistent

scientific interest due to the multiple composition-

driven structural transitions which dramatically affect

the multiferroic behavior. Near the morphotropic

phase boundaries, thesematerials are characterized by

the enhanced physical properties associated with the

specific structural state. It is assumed that the

enhanced responses are caused by a coexistence of the

adjacent-phase structural clusters with a typical size

reduced down to a nanoscale level. Such structural

state is highly defective because of the numerous dis-

locations, inhomogeneous stress distribution, local

variations of the chemical composition, etc. [1–5],

which reduce its thermodynamic stability and enhance

sensitivity to the external stimuli—temperature, elec-

tric/magnetic field, mechanical stress.

In BiFeO3, chemical replacement of Bi3? with the

rare-earth elements possessing comparable ionic radii

(La3?–Eu3?) causes the concentration-driven struc-

tural transition from the polar rhombohedral to the
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non-polar orthorhombic phase that occurs via the

formation of the anti-polar orthorhombic structure

[4, 6–10]. Most promising physical parameters were

obtained for the lanthanum and praseodymium-

doped compounds within the morphotropic phase

boundary region [3, 11, 12], and the phase coexistence

range estimated for these compounds is stable over a

very broad compositional range (Dx * 5%) far

exceeding those attributed to the compounds doped

with other rare-earth elements [4, 7]. It should be

noted that the wide phase coexistence range facili-

tates the structural analysis of this region. It is known

that the phase transition sequence is largely depen-

dent on the substituting elements, e.g., chemical

substitution by rare-earth elements with smaller ionic

radii reduces the dopant concentration level trigger-

ing the structural transformation, while the width of

the phase coexistence region shrinks [4, 13–16].

Recent investigations of rare-earth-doped BiFeO3

compounds prepared by different methods have tes-

tified certain difference in the structural parameters

and dopant concentrations near the phase transition

regions [15, 17–21]. The obtained results have specified

the crystal structure peculiarities upon composition-

driven transitions depending on the synthesis condi-

tions and dopant ions. Despite on different synthesis

methods, the crystal structure of the compounds

Bi1-xRExFeO3 (RE = La, Nd, Pr) is characterized by a

rhombohedral–orthorhombic phase transition within

the dopant concentration range of 0.1\ x\ 0.2.

Structural measurements taken for the rare-earth-

doped BiFeO3 compounds as a function of tempera-

ture have revealed a complex evolution of the struc-

tural phases depending on the crystal structure

stable at room temperature [7, 14]. The compounds

characterized by the rhombohedral distortion of the

unit cell at room temperature demonstrate gradual

transition into the non-polar orthorhombic phase that

occurs via the formation of a mixed (polar and non-

polar) structural state. Within the compositional range

corresponding to a coexistence of the polar and anti-

polar phases, a gradual reduction in the anti-polar

orthorhombic phase (accompanied by a proportional

increase in the amount of the rhombohedral phase)

takes place with a temperature increase. At higher

temperatures, the anti-polar phase disappears and the

new phase with non-polar orthorhombic structure

emerges. Further temperature increase stabilizes a

single-phase structural state with the non-polar

orthorhombic structure. Ceramics with the major anti-

polar phase or single-phase anti-polar structure show

gradual transition to the non-polar orthorhombic

structure through the two-phase structural state. In the

compounds having minority of the rhombohedral

phase, the anti-polar phase vanishes at temperatures

below that attributed to the appearance of the non-

polar orthorhombic phase, so such transition is also

characterized by two-phase coexistence region with-

out any intermediate phases.

Our recent structural study of the Pr-doped com-

pounds [22] within the phase coexistence region has

revealed an intriguing evolution of the crystal struc-

ture with temperature. The structural measurements

taken for the compounds with dominant rhombohe-

dral phase at room temperature show the three-phase

coexistent region stable in the narrow temperature

range. It was considered that this thermodynamically

non-equilibrium state is realized during the tempera-

ture-driven transformation of the anti-polar

orthorhombic phase into the orthorhombic non-polar

phase,while the rhombohedral phase remains notable.

Analysis of the composition- and temperature-dri-

ven structural transitions observed in the rare-earth-

doped BiFeO3 compounds suggests the anti-polar

orthorhombic phase to be the intermediate one

between the more stable polar rhombohedral and the

non-polar orthorhombic phases. The present study

focuses on the clarification of the structural evolution

of the Pr-doped compounds in the vicinity of the phase

boundary region. Analysis of the crystal structure of

the compounds across the phase transitions is crucial

to determine the origin of the enhanced physical

properties observed in these compounds. Declared

issue is a complex technological and scientific task as

there are different factors which hamper the structural

analysis (i.e., limited resolution of laboratory diffrac-

tometers, mechanical stress, local defects and vacan-

cies, etc., which locallymodify the crystal structure). In

order to determine the crystal structure evolution

across the phase transitions, we have performed the

combined microscopic (X-ray diffraction) and local

scale (transmission electron microscopy) structural

measurements.

Experimental

Ceramic samples of Bi1-xPrxFeO3 system with the

dopant concentrations 0.1 B x B 0.3 were prepared

by a two-stage solid-state reaction method [4]. High-
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purity oxides taken in a stoichiometric ratio were

thoroughly mixed using a planetary ball mill (Retsch

PM 100). The ceramics were synthesized at temper-

atures in the range of 930–1030 �C (synthesis tem-

perature was increased with a step of*5 �C per each

percent of praseodymium content increase) followed

by a fast cooling down to room temperature. X-ray

diffraction measurements were taken with a PANa-

lytical X’Pert MPD PRO diffractometer (Cu-Ka radi-

ation) equipped with a heating stage (Anton Paar,

HTK 16N). Diffraction data were analyzed by the

Rietveld method using the FullProf software package

[23]. High-resolution transmission electron micro-

scopy (HRTEM) measurements have been taken

using an FEI aberration-corrected Titan 80–300

microscope operated at 300 kV equipped with an

EDX detector. Differential thermal analysis and dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry were carried out with a

differential scanning calorimeter Setaram (Caluire,

France) in a flowing argon atmosphere.

Results and discussion

Crystal structure evolution
across the concentration-driven transition

XRD measurements taken for the Bi1-xPrxFeO3 solid

solutions at room temperature have determined the

concentration regions specific to different structural

phases. It is known [9, 15, 24] that the crystal struc-

ture of the compounds with the dopant concentra-

tions of up to x = 0.1 is characterized by the polar

rhombohedral phase and the obtained XRD patterns

of the compound x = 0.1 are in accordance with the

available data. In the concentration range of

0.11 B x B 0.15, the crystal structure of the com-

pounds is characterized by a coexistence of the polar

rhombohedral (R-phase) and anti-polar orthorhombic

(O2-phase) phases (Fig. 1). The anti-polar

orthorhombic structure has been refined utilizing

space group Pnam with a lattice metric of H2ap 9 2-

H2ap 9 4ap (ap is the fundamental perovskite lattice

parameter). The anti-polar unit cell is similar to that

observed in the anti-ferroelectric lead zirconate

[25, 26]. Praseodymium doping leads to the increase

in the orthorhombic phase fraction at the expense of

the rhombohedral one (Fig. 2). It should be noted that

a quadrupling of the c-axis weakens upon doping

and it can hardly be determined in the compounds

with x[ 0.2. The unit cell is characterized by a

doubled c-parameter (as compared to the funda-

mental perovskite structure), and the crystal struc-

ture can be successfully described by space group

Pbam with metric of H2ap 9 2H2ap 9 2ap. Increase in

the dopant concentration leads to a stabilization of

the single-phase anti-polar orthorhombic structure

Figure 1 XRD pattern of the Bi0.89Pr0.11FeO3 compound

obtained at room temperature. Bragg positions attributed to the

rhombohedral (upper) and the orthorhombic phases are marked by

vertical ticks. The inset shows an evolution of the structural peaks;

tiny peak attributed to the anti-polar phase is highlighted; the

peaks attributed to the O2-phase are marked by arrows.

Figure 2 XRD pattern of the Bi0.87Pr0.13FeO3 compound. Bragg

positions attributed to the polar rhombohedral (upper) and the anti-

polar orthorhombic phases are marked by vertical ticks. The inset

shows an evolution of the structural peaks; the peaks attributed to

either anti-polar or non-polar phases are denoted, the R-phase is

stable over the denoted temperature range.
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(O2-phase), further chemical doping leads to a stabi-

lization of the two-phase region followed by the

single-phase state with the non-polar orthorhombic

structure (space group Pbnm, O1-phase).

The declared structural data generally correspond

to the previously published results [22, 27] while

there are some minor differences which concern the

two-phase concentration regions and the doping

levels critical for the phase transition between the

orthorhombic phases. It should be noted that the

concentration ranges of the phase stability signifi-

cantly depend on the synthesis conditions and the

post-synthesis treatment (quenching, annealing in

gaseous atmospheres, etc.). Depending on the men-

tioned factors, the phase boundary regions can vary

within several percents [4, 15, 27, 24]. In the present

study, we declare *4% width of the rhombohedral–

orthorhombic two-phase region which is quite nar-

row as compared to those reported so far [27, 28].

The anti-polar phase can be considered as the

intermediate phase within the structural transition

from the rhombohedral to the orthorhombic phase

driven by chemical substitution for compounds

doped with large rare-earth ions La–Eu. The struc-

tural transition in the compounds with smaller

dopant ions is associated with direct structural

transformation to the non-polar orthorhombic phase

[15]. It is known that the concentration of the dopants

and the width of the two-phase regions significantly

depend on the ionic radius of substituting element.

Thus, the crystal structure of the BiFeO3 compounds

doped with lanthanum ions is characterized by

smaller changes in the structural parameters upon

the chemical doping as compared to those observed

in the Pr-doped samples [9]; this fact justifies a larger

concentration of the substituents required to induce

the structural transitions as well as a wider range of

the two-phase regions. In contrast, a substitution of

bismuth ions by rare-earth ions with smaller ionic

radii reduces the doping level critical for the struc-

tural transition and leads to a shrinkage of the two-

phase region [4, 15]. Thus, one can consider a crucial

role of the size effect in the structural phase transi-

tions observed for the doped BiFeO3 compounds.

Chemical doping with praseodymium ions leads to

a gradual reduction in the unit cell parameters. The

unit cell volume drastically changes while passing

across the phase transitions, viz., the rhombohedral–

orthorhombic phase transformation is accompanied

by *0.5% change in the unit cell volume, and the

orthorhombic–orthorhombic transition is accompa-

nied with*1% change in the unit cell volume (Fig. 3,

right image). The diffraction data reveal a significant

change in the unit cell parameters across the phase

transition when the phase ratio evolution testifies a

gradual transformation from one phase into the other

without any intermediate phase. The crystal structure

analysis reveals a minor amount of the anti-polar

orthorhombic phase (about 5%) in the compound

with x = 11%. The crystal structure of the compound

with x = 0.13 is considered to have nearly equal

amount of the rhombohedral and anti-polar

orthorhombic phases (Fig. 2). The compound with

x = 15% is on the other side of the phase boundary

and contains about 5% of the rhombohedral phase.

The mentioned compounds represent the doping-

driven structural transition from the polar rhombo-

hedral to the anti-polar orthorhombic phase that

happens without formation of any intermediate

phase. The temperature-driven evolution of the

crystal structure resembles that caused by the chem-

ical substitution, while the route of the phase trans-

formation is doubtful and it is strongly dependent on

the initial structural state [9, 14]. The question about

the phase coexistence in these compounds upon the

temperature increase as well as a possibility of sta-

bilization of the intermediate phase is still under

discussion, so the thermal behavior of the com-

pounds within the phase boundary region is worthy

to be studied in detail.

Temperature-driven evolution of the crystal
structure

The substitution-driven structural evolution descri-

bed for the Bi1-xRExFeO3 compounds is quite similar

to that observed for them upon the temperature

increase. The crystal structure of the Bi1-xRExFeO3

ceramics transforms into the non-polar orthorhombic

one upon the temperature increase regardless the

initial structural state estimated at room temperature.

For the pristine BiFeO3, the rhombohedral–

orthorhombic transition occurs at T * 830 �C and is

accompanied by drastic (*1.5%) decrease in the unit

cell volume [29]. The BiFeO3-based compounds

doped with different rare-earth ions also show

transformation into the non-polar orthorhombic state,

while the route of the structural evolution varies for

the dopant ions and strongly depends on the struc-

tural state stable at room temperature.
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Among the BiFeO3-based materials doped with

rare-earth elements, the solid solutions with praseo-

dymium ions show the most intriguing evolution of

the crystal structure as a function of temperature. For

instance, the existence of the three-phase region has

been declared for the Pr-doped compounds at tem-

peratures about 380 �C [10]. The authors have justi-

fied this triple point in terms of thermodynamically

non-equilibrium state. The obtained structural data

specify a number of structural transitions occurred in

a narrow temperature range as well as the phase

coexistence regions. To clarify the peculiarities of the

temperature-driven structural transitions, we have

thoroughly studied the compounds within the

rhombohedral–orthorhombic phase boundary. It

should be noted that, in contrast to the La-doped

compounds, Pr-containing solid solutions do not

show any structural relaxation, thus allowing an

accurate study of the crystal structure evolution.

The detailed structural investigations have been

performed for the samples with x = 0.11, 0.13 and

x = 0.15. The compounds represent nearly entire

range of the morphotropic phase boundary contain-

ing the rhombohedral and the orthorhombic phases

at room temperature. The structural data obtained for

the compound with x = 0.11 demonstrate a negligi-

ble amount of the orthorhombic phase which com-

pletely disappears at temperatures above 100 �C

(Fig. 1). The unit cell parameters of the rhombohedral

phase and the unit cell volume show a gradual

expansion with increasing temperature up to the

temperature of the structural transition into the non-

polar orthorhombic phase (T * 450 �C). Above this

temperature, the unit cell volume remains nearly

constant up to the temperature of about 520 �C,

where the rhombohedral phase disappears. The unit

cell volume calculated for the non-polar orthorhom-

bic phase gradually increases with temperature. The

compound is characterized by two-phase coexistence

region of about 80 �C. At the temperatures about

450 �C (Fig. 1, inset), one can distinguish the traces of

the non-polar orthorhombic phase and the crystal

structure of the compound becomes single-phase

orthorhombic at temperature of about 520 �C; quite

narrow temperature region of the two-phase struc-

tural state (about 80 �C) testifies the high structural

homogeneity of the material.

The analysis of the XRD temperature data obtained

for the compound with x = 0.13 reveals a gradual

increase in the lattice parameters within the mea-

sured temperature range while the phase ratio sig-

nificantly changes. Nearly equal amounts of the

rhombohedral and the anti-polar orthorhombic pha-

ses estimated at room temperature changes in favor

of the rhombohedral phase upon temperature

increase. At temperature of 300 �C, the amount of the

anti-polar phase is about 20% and it completely dis-

appears at about 400 �C. The new non-polar

orthorhombic phase (O1-phase) appears at 400 �C

and has been successfully refined using a cen-

trosymmetric space group Pnma. The structural data

testify a stabilization of the single-phase rhombohe-

dral state at temperatures about 380 �C. In spite of the

single-phase state estimated from the diffraction

results we cannot exclude an existence of a small

amount (*2–3%) of the anti-polar phase with spatial

size of nanoscale level.

The unit cell parameters attributed to the rhom-

bohedral and the non-polar orthorhombic structural

phases gradually increase with temperature up to

550 �C. The structural transition into the non-polar

orthorhombic phase can be considered as a

Figure 3 Left and middle images show a temperature evolution of

the unit cell volume attributed to the different structural phases

calculated for the compounds with x = 0.11 and x = 0.13 as well

as related DSC dependences (heating curves). The right image

shows an evolution of the unit cell volume as a function of

praseodymium concentration.
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transformation of anti-polar orthorhombic structure

to the non-polar orthorhombic one associated with a

reduction in the amount of the former phase and

evidently its crystallines volume down to the

nanoscale sizes. This transition is quite different as

compared with that occurred in the compound with

x = 0.11 while the related anomalies at the DSC

curves are quite similar.

In order to complete the picture of the tempera-

ture-driven structural transition into the non-polar

orthorhombic phase depending on the structural

state stable at room temperature, we have also traced

a structural evolution of the compound with

x = 0.15. The crystal structure of this compound is

characterized by single-phase anti-polar orthorhom-

bic structure above 100 �C. The additional diffraction

peaks observed in the XRD pattern at 375 �C belong

to the new structural phase with the non-polar

orthorhombic structure. Within the two-phase region,

the structural parameters ascribed to the both phases

gradually increase and above 420–430 �C the com-

pound becomes single phase with the non-polar

orthorhombic structure. The obtained results are in

accordance with those described in Ref. [10]. It

should be noted that the variation in the unit cell

volumes calculated for the compounds with x = 0.11

and x = 0.13 is nearly double as compared to that

observed for the x = 0.15 sample and for the pristine

BiFeO3 [29]. This difference is most probably caused

by different routes of the phase transition and related

more significant structural changes occurred in these

compounds as compared with those estimated for the

x = 0.15 sample.

The anomaly observed in the DSC curves of the

x = 0.11 and x = 0.13 compounds is significantly less

than that observed in the x = 0.15 sample [10] and

reflects the difference in the structural phase

stable near the phase transition. The DSC data testify

quite small amount of enthalpy associated with the

structural transition occurred in the compounds with

x = 0.11 and x = 0.13 as compared to those obtained

for the 15% doped compound and pristine bismuth

ferrite (Fig. 3) [10]. The results of differential thermal

analysis confirm the difference in the background of

the structural transition occurred in the compound

with x = 0.11 and x = 0.15 and pristine bismuth

ferrite. Analysis of the crystal structure evolution as

well as the DSC data obtained for the x = 0.11, 0.13

and x = 0.15 compounds points at the fact that the

dominant amount of the rhombohedral phase

significantly facilitates the structural transition into

the non-polar orthorhombic phase.

The obtained results indicate a quite complex nat-

ure of the structural transition to the non-polar

orthorhombic state observed for the compound with

x = 0.11. Careful analysis of the diffraction patterns

at the temperature prior to the formation of the non-

polar orthorhombic phase (*450 �C) allowed the

authors to reveal tiny peaks attributed to the anti-

polar orthorhombic phase (inset to the Fig. 1, pattern

recorded at 425 �C for 2h region about 33�); above this

temperature, the structure can be successfully refined

using the centrosymmetric space group Pnma. In

order to clarify the observed structural peculiarities,

the authors have performed the high-resolution

transmission electron microscopy measurements

(HRTEM).

The HRTEM investigations have been performed

in the temperature range 20–700 �C. The HRTEM

images shown in Fig. 4 were obtained on a single

crystal grain with a size of approximately 100 nm.

The FFT images calculated for this region at tem-

peratures above room temperature testify the pattern

specific to the rhombohedral phase described by

R3c space group with (001) zone axis orientation. The

FFT image calculated for the temperature of 450 �C

reveals the appearance of new pair of spots corre-

sponding the plane distances d & 3.9 A in real space

Figure 4 HRTEM image of the compound with x = 0.11 at

T = 450 �C. The insets show FFT images calculated for the

temperature region 100–700 �C.
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and can be associated with (002) reflection attributed

to the anti-polar orthorhombic phase (for the com-

pound with x = 0.13, the related reflections can be

observed at 2h & 22.7, Fig. 2). The FFT performed for

the temperature of about *475 �C testifies the

appearance of new two maximums at d * 2.8 (Fig. 4)

that correspond to (200) reflection which can be

observed on the diffraction pattern at 31.7� (Fig. 2).

The appearance of the non-polar orthorhombic phase

detected by HRTEM data explicitly confirms the

results of the conventional X-ray diffraction mea-

surements. The spots attributed to the anti-polar

orthorhombic structure is observed at temperatures

up to 500 �C, and further temperature increase leads

to a stabilization of the non-polar orthorhombic

structure (the FFT image calculated for the

T = 700 �C can be successfully simulated using the

orthorhombic lattice described by Pbnm space group

with (010) zone axis orientation). It should be noted

that the X-ray diffraction pattern recorded at

T = 500 �C has been already refined assuming the

singe-phase structural state within the non-polar

orthorhombic phase (Pbnm space group). The varia-

tions in the temperature ranges estimated for the

mentioned structural phase can be explained by a

difference in the evolution of the crystal structure

estimated by microscopic and local scale

measurements.

Conclusions

The temperature- and composition-driven structural

transitions in the Bi1-xPrxFeO3 ceramics of the com-

positions within the phase coexistence region have

been studied with X-ray diffraction and transmission

electron microscopy measurements. The structural

analysis has clarified the morphotropic phase

boundary region existed in the range of

0.11 B x B 0.15 at room temperature. The obtained

data have also specified the temperature-driven

structural transition into the non-polar orthorhombic

phase depending on the initial structural state of the

compounds. The structural peculiarities have been

followed depending on the phase ratio at room

temperature. The structural data have determined a

revival of the anti-polar orthorhombic phase with

increasing temperature prior to the formation of the

non-polar orthorhombic phase. Specific role of the

anti-polar phase acting as a mediator between the

polar rhombohedral and the non-polar orthorhombic

phases across the temperature- and composition-

driven phase transition has thus been considered.
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